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Starting points - Research? Practice?
Authentic (assessment)
Inquiring, expert, confident practitioners through 
research
Meaningful research to evidence change
MA Dissertation
Student and graduate stories …
Research: Significance, originality, reach, 
impact …
Jen Ager
Assistant Headteacher, High Hesket CE Primary School, Cumbria
MA Graduate, Outdoor and Experiential Learning, University of Cumbria (2015 -
2018)
“I became incredibly uncomfortable in terms of what the 
expectations were.  I felt let down by the module and 
disillusioned.  I was paying good money for guidance and a 
learning experience that I could not access independently.  
Wasn’t that the whole reason of being on the Masters course?” 
(Ager,  2016)
“Was the reason I felt unsettled because I had no defined 
framework to refer to?  Do I stifle experiential learning by over 
scaffolding my lessons? Can using the third teaching space 
(sitting in the woods) help quieten internal dialogue?  Is my 
working space too full of distractions which add to more 
internal dialogue?” (Ager 2017)
MODULES 1 – 4 
BROAD AND CONTENT DRIVEN AIMS…hmmm ..!!??!!
The gradual realisation on the train came after reading the 
following;   “Freedom, along with guidance when necessary, 
allows students to voice ideas on what it is they wish to study 
and how to study it.  Freedom empowers students to take 
control of their own learning, thereby promoting greater 
intrinsic motivation.” (Wurdinger, 2005, p. 17) ( Ager, 2017)
MODULES 1 – 4 
https://blogs.bournemouth.ac.uk/research/2011/05/22/research-informed-teaching/
MODULES 5 & 6 - AUTHENTIC MEANINGFUL RESEARCH
COMMUNITIES 
OF PRACTICE
High Hesket CE School, 2019
IMPACT
“CIDIO has transformed the way we teach, changed our view of what 
teaching and learning is and most importantly given our children real, 
deep, meaningful learning experiences” Headteacher, 2018
IMPACT
Shamanic Journey of a Wounded Soul: 
Qualitative study of grief and loss
Andy Weller
available at www.academia.edu
Starting point of my dissertation  
“I only went out for a walk and finally 
concluded to stay out till sundown, for 




• Could offer a more imaginative way of understanding mental health issues 
such as psychosis and psychological distress
• Creative approaches such as storytelling, journeying, music and art are 
celebrated  opportunities for enriching the work of outdoor practitioners
• Traditionally practiced in informal settings such as in families, communities 
and public spaces lending itself for adaption to working therapeutically outdoors
• Outdoor practitioners already adapt and use practices from First Nation 
peoples namely canoeing, kayaking and fire lighting
Intention of research
• To improve knowledge about mental health by 
exploring bereavement and loss from a contemporary 
shamanic perspectives
• To increase understanding about the evolving 
culture of shamanism
• To increase respect and knowledge about the 
issues faced by First Nation peoples







Journey to Wounded Knee
Summary of findings
• Outdoor practitioners need to be very aware of issues of cultural 
misappropriation of First Nation beliefs and practices
• Shamanic practices involve powerful, life changing techniques which should 
only be used with care by experienced practitioners 
• There is little formal regulation of shamanic practice in the UK although there 
are organisations for shamanic practitioners which do have codes of ethics
• Outdoor practitioners  could learn from shamanic practitioners about working 
with community, the imagination, metaphor and allegory, storytelling and music. 
They could make more use of simple rituals and creative approaches.
What went well?
• Using a qualitative research method such as ethnography gave me greater 
flexibility about how I could carry out research, what data I could use and how 
it was presented
•Scope for story telling, art, photography which I found interesting and 
enjoyable
•Auto ethnography gave me an opportunity to explore bereavement from a first 
person perspective. Getting ethical clearance to explore confidential client 
work with another person as client would have been very difficult 
•Experience challenged me and changed me in ways I didn’t expect. 
What could have been better?
• Greater clarity early on about my intentions for research would have saved time 
and effort later
• Structuring time more carefully would have meant that I would not have 
neglected other important areas of my life
• Found it difficult to find a way to present my work in ways which both honoured 
the shamanic culture I was studying which celebrates creativity and imagination 
with the style of formal academic writing expected for MA 
• I only partially managed to resolve this. If I had been braver I would have 
presented the whole work in the first person rather than the third person and 
possibly in Yorkshire dialect 
Ending of one journey 
and the start of another
When the trapdoor springs open – a therapeutic 
journey into place and alternative approaches in 
mental health treatment for adult survivors of child 
abuse, PTSD and mental illness
Roo Bannister
Bannister, R. (2017). 
Round peg in a square 
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Discussion points
Common themes?
Innovative?
Improvements?
